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New Mexico in Caricature:
Images of the Territory on the
Eve of Statehood
RICHARD MELZER

As we celebrate the seventy-fifth anniversary of New Mexico statehood,
it is well to remember that the goal of statehood was not easily achieved.
New Mexico has the dubious distinction of being the state which applied for statehood most frequently over the longest period of time
with probably the greatest number of possible names in American
history. New Mexico's struggle for statehood can, in fact, be described
as an exercise in supreme endurance and extreme frustration.!
There were many reasons why New Mexico was forced to wait so
long to win the coveted prize of statehood. Some reasons were external
and had little to do with the territory and its unique characteristics.
National politics, involving the delicate balance of power between regions of the country and parties in Congress, delayed New Mexico's
entry on numerous occasions. Controversial issues, ranging from slavery to Free Silver, also blocked the territory's admission just when the
Richard Melzer is director of instruction at the University of New Mexico-Valencia
campus. He holds a doctorate from the University of New Mexico and has published
several articles and a book on New Mexico history.
1. Six alternative names were considered at one time or another to help eliminate
confusion among those who still thought of New Mexico as part of Old Mexico. The six
suggestions were: Montezuma, Jefferson, Lincoln, Acoma, Sierra, and, perhaps in jest,
Salado. The average time span for a territory to enter the Union equaled twenty-one
and a half years, as compared to New Mexico's extended wait of over sixty-one years.
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long-sought goal seemed within reach. Other territories, including
sparsely settled Nevada, Idaho, and Wyoming, joined the family of
states with far smaller populations and far fewer natural resources
largely because they were judged to be in the right place (or section)
at the right time (or politically expedient moment) compared to forsaken New Mexico. 2
Additional opposition to New Mexico statehood came from those
who harbored a wide range of biases against the Southwestern territory. Seldom subtle in their attacks, these critics recognized New Mexico as little more than an arid wasteland with hardly enough good soil,
thriving industry, and "general wherewithal" to support a civilized,
progressive population. Worse yet, New Mexicans were judged to be
few in number and, as a whole, poorly prepared, if not totally unfit,
for self-government. 3
These biased perceptions appeared in many forms. In Washington,
congresional hearings, £loor debates, and committee reports expressed
the prevailing attitude among national leaders. Elsewhere, political
speeches and newspaper editorials reiterated these long-standing prejudices with the use of remarkably similar terms. Literary works dating
back to New Mexico's earliest days as a U.S. territory contained much
the same view of conditions in the Southwest. Letters, diaries, journals,
and memoirs were seldom kinder in their observations. There were,
of course, exceptions among those who wrote or spoke about New
Mexico, but these voices of praise-or at least neutral commentarywere few in number. They did little to stem the tide of argument against
New Mexico. 4
Whether for or against New Mexico statehood, contemporary observers left a vast body of valuable material for historical review and
analysis. Able scholars, led by Robert W. Larson of the University of
2. Nevada, which had become a territory in 1861, was admitted to the Union in
1864 as a partisan precaution prior to the presidential election of that fall. RepUblican
Wyoming and Idaho were admitted in 1890, although their combined population was
less than New Mexico's total of 160,282 at the time of their admission. Robert W. Larson,
"Struggle for Statehood," New Mexico Magazine, 65 (January 1987), 51.
3. Howard R. Lamar, "The Reluctant Admission: The Struggle to Admit Arizona
and New Mexico to the Union," in Robert G. Ferris, ed., The American West: An Appraisal
(Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1963), 167-68.
4. See Burl Noggle, "Anglo Observers of the Southwest Borderlands, 1825-1890,"
Arizona and the West, 1 (Summer 1959),105-31; John P. Bloom, "New Mexico Viewed by
Anglo-Americans, 1846-49," New Mexico Historical Review, 34 (July 1959), 165-98. The
case for New Mexico statehood was neatly summarized in "Twenty Reasons Why New
Mexico Should be Admitted as a State," Carlsbad Argus, January 17, 1908.
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Northern Colorado, have mined this rich vein of traditional primary
sources in their efforts to explain the complex nature of the statehood
struggle from 1850 to 1912. Historians have, nevertheless, overlooked
a nontraditional historical source which provides a fresh perspective
on New Mexico's long quest for national acceptance. Contemporary
political cartoons allow a wonderful opportunity for us to glance through
a window of time to see the statehood question as much of the country
saw it on the pages of daily newspapers and increasingly popular
national magazines. 5
But, as with all peeping Toms, we must look through this window
of time with a great deal of trepidation. Caution should be exercised
for at least two main reasons. First, we must realize that it is impossible
to determine whether political cartoons helped to create public opinion
regarding New Mexico or simply reflected already established ideas
regarding the territory and its qualifications for statehood. In either
case, we must question whether the political cartoonist (in league with
his publisher or city editor) was providing a fair view of events, as
opposed to a self-interested political perspective which might easily
distort our vision and lead to hasty, unwarranted conclusions. Arthur
M. Schlesinger's observation regarding sloganeering is equally accurate
in describing cartoons: "Sloganeering is a sort of magnifying glass for
focusing attention, but like a magnifying glass it produces heat as well
as light. Leaders of thought [can often] betray the public interest by
5. Works on New Mexico's drive for admission include: Robert W. Larson, "Statehood for New Mexico, 1888-1912" (doctoral dissertation, University of New Mexico,
1961); Robert W. Larson, "Statehood for New Mexico, 1888-1912," New.Mexico Historical
Review, 37 (July 1962), 161-200; Robert W. Larson, "Taft, Roosevelt, and New Mexico
Statehood," Mid-America, 40 (April 1963), 99-114; Robert W. Larson, New Mexico's Quest
for Statehood, 1846-1912 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1968); Lamar,
"Reluctant Admission"; Howard Roberts Lamar, The Far Southwest 1846-1912: A Territorial
History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966); Marion Dargan, "New Mexico's Fight
for Statehood, 1895-1912," New Mexico Historical Review, 14 (January 1939), 1-33; ibid.
(April 1939), 121-42; ibid., 15 (April 1940), 133-87; ibid., 16 (January 1941), 70-103; ibid.
(October 1941), 379-400; ibid., 18 (January 1943), 60-96; ibid. (April 1943),148-75; Donald
D. Leopard, "Joint Statehood: 1906" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1958);
Donald D. Leopard, "Joint Statehood: 1906," New Mexico Historical Review, 34 (October
1959),241-47; Mary J. Masters, "New Mexico's Struggle for Statehood, 1903-1907" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1942); Archie M. McDowell, "The Opposition to
Statehood Within the Territory of New Mexico, 1888-1902" (master's thesis, University
of New Mexico, 1939); Dorothy E. Thomas, "The Final Years of New Mexico's Struggle
for Statehood, 1907-1912" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1939). Mary Masters and Dorothy Thomas included small samples of contemporary cartoons in their
theses, although neither author chose to analyze these cartoons in relation to her larger
historical narrative.
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resorting to symbols of emotion and prejudice" in attempts to promote
their own poorly concealed purposes. 6
Next, it is wise to recall that even those cartoons which reflected
the most prevalent ideas with the least amount of self-interest were
seldom more than exaggerated-and often sensational-expressions of
a contemporary issue. The artist's genius and popularity were, after
all, based on his ability to make a clear, easily recognizable, and preferably humorous sketch, which could be understood and enjoyed at a
moment's glance. Successful cartoonists accomplished this task by employing the fewest number of strokes and the greatest number of meaningful symbols, given the prevailing political culture of the times. The
impact of their labor could be considerable. To borrow and slightly
rephrase Schlesinger's measure of slogans: Reason and logic can make
fewer converts in a year than a well-drawn, well-circulated political
cartoon can make in a fortnight. 7
The best way to guard against the several problems identified with
the use of political cartoons is to use these tools with a healthy dose
of caution and, whenever possible, in conjunction with more conventional historical sources. Cartoons are of most value to the historian
when they are used to supplement traditional sources rather than supplant them. s
With these prudent guidelines in mind, we will examine a sample
of ten sketches produced on drawing boards across the nation during
the final decade of New Mexico's quest for statehood. Our sample is
taken from among the cartoons printed in the final years of New Mexico's fight for statehood largely because few political cartoons dealt
with the statehood issue prior to 1902 and, more importantly, because
this was the period when the territory's extended battle reached a new
level of intensity and national interest. This "all-engrossing" phase
coincided neatly with the advent of the Progressive era in the United
States, an era when muckrakers and political cartoonists, armed with

6. Arthur M. Schlesinger, The American As Reformer (New York: Atheneum, 1968),
82.
7. Schlesinger, Reformer, 82. John J. Johnson identified other reasons for caution in
the use of political cartoons in his fine study, Latin America in Caricature (Austin: University
of Texas Press, 1980), 21-26.
8. The value of political cartoons in historical inquiry is best summarized in Allan
Nevins and Frank Weitenkampf, A Century of Political Cartoons: Caricature in the United
States from 1800 to 1900 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944), 9-18; and Thomas
Milton Kemnitz, "The Cartoon as a Historical Source," Journal of Interdisciplinary History,
11 (January 1969), 79-95.
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Figure 1. "One More River to Cross"
Westerman f?], Ohio State Journal (Columbus),
American Monthly Review of Reviews, XXVI (August 1902), 158.

the increasingly poignant power of their pens, took aim at many previously neglected targets on the political horizon. 9 New Mexico statehood and the Progressive movement dovetailed to have more than a
casual impact on the course of events-and each other-in the period
1902 to 1912.
We will focus on three important questions regarding political
cartoons and their impact on New Mexico's statehood struggle. First,
which graphic symbols were used to depict the territory as an aspiring
state of the Union? Next, how did these symbols reflect the several
prejudices still held against New Mexico in the early years of the twentieth century? Finally, we will judge whether the cartoonists' vision of
New Mexico changed or remained the same from the beginning of the
decade in 1902 to its conclusion when statehood was finally achieved
in 1912.
Our first political cartoon is from the Ohio State Journal (Columbus)
of 1902 (figure 1). The sketch shows three cowboys, representing the
territories of New Mexico, Arizona, and Oklahoma, ready to cross one
9. Lamar, "Reluctant Admission," 163.
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last river (U.S. Senate approval) on their way to their planned destination (statehood).
Despite great differences among the three, New Mexico, Arizona,
and Oklahoma were portrayed as strikingly similar cowhands, suggesting that this Eastern cartoonist was either unable or unwilling to
recognize the unique qualities of each statehood candidate. Be this as
it may, some would contend that the artist's emphasis on sameness
was actually to New Mexico and Arizona's advantage because Oklahoma was generally acknowledged to be the most favored territory for
admission to the Union in 1902. An omnibus bill proposing the admission of all three territories at once was, in fact, considered a political
coup for New Mexico and Arizona since many observers felt that the
chances of these two territories entering the Union on their own were
extremely slim at best. In the unkind words of Congressman Charles
Grosvenor of Ohio, New Mexico and Arizona were like a poor man,
"poor in spirit, poor in industry, poor in everything except the genius
to attach himself to somebody else" with far more deserving "American
qualities." This far more deserving fellow was, of course, Oklahoma. lO
Not long afterwards, the Brooklyn Eagle grouped New Mexico,
Arizona, and Oklahoma together as passengers on a stagecoach labeled
"Omnibus Statehood Bill," but characterized the three territories as
very different cartoon characters (figure 2). Oklahoma was drawn as
an unarmed western figure, while Arizona was portrayed as a wild
Indian, and New Mexico was shown as an irrepressible Mexican, firing
a pistol into the air and generally adding to the chaos of the scene.
Pennsylvania Congressman Matthew S. Quay, the territories' staunchest advocate in Washington, was depicted as the coach's determined
driver who recklessly attempted to steer his vehicle and its disruptive
passengers into statehood, much to the dismay of Uncle Sam.
New Mexico's graphic image as an unruly Mexican reflected a wide
range of prejudices regarding the territory and its fitness for self-government. For nearly a century Anglo observers had stereotyped native
Hispanics as "too ignorant, too lazy and too far behind the times" to

10. Quoted in Larson, New Mexico's Quest, 206. Also see Charles W. Ellinger,
"Congressional Viewpoint Toward the Admission of Oklahoma as a State: 1902-1906,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma, 58 (Fall 1980), 283-95. An earlier omnibus statehood bill of 1888
had included the Dakotas, Montana, Washington, New Mexico, and Arizona. The four
northern territories entered the Union in November 1889; the two southern ones were
denied admission in another exercise ir:t political futility.
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Figure 2. "Whoa! Not So Fast!!!"
Brooklyn Eagle,
American Monthly Review of Reviews, XXVII (March 1903), 290.

share in the running of a democratic government. 11 According to historian Larson, newcomers from the East could seldom resist the temptation to compare Anglo and Spanish virtues, although in each
comparison "the native culture was almost always found to be sadly
lacking."12 Middle-class easterners understood such ethnocentric comparisons and racist conclusions if only because they had drawn similar
comparisons and conclusions regarding new immigrant groups and
their perceived threat to the United States as a whole at the turn of
the century. Combined, these ethnocentric, racist currents worked to
create a "force of tremendous intensity [in] the stream of American
nativism. "13
11. Pittsburgh Times quoted in the El Paso Times, March 13, 1906.
12. Larson, New Mexico's Quest, 70.
13. John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns ofAmerican Nativism, 1860-1925 (New
York: Atheneum, 1975), 132. Higham referred to anti-European "sentiments analogous
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The Home Mission Monthly, a Presbyterian missionary organ, published a typically damaging report on New Mexico in its November
issue of 1898. Having polled thirty workers in the missionary fields of
New Mexico and southern Colorado, the Home Mission Monthly recorded the following as a revealing response to inquiries regarding the
Hispanic population's understanding of US. citizenship and its important responsibilities:
A former [elected official] from this territory ... told me that.
all he had to do to secure the votes from certain counties was to
go to the "Padres" and get the promise of their support....
[Otherwise, the Mexican] vote can be secured for a drink of whiskey or a little money.... Those having many men in their employ
[can also] control their [workers'] votes by intimidation.... It is
said [that] a wealthy Don in a neighboring county always carries
the elections as he chooses-that even his sheep vote. Recently
1500 more votes were reported than there were voters in that
county. 14
Elsewhere in this issue, the Home Misson Monthly considered the
question of whether a "true Roman Catholic" could also hope to be a
good "loyal citizen." The Protestant magazine reasoned that "the allegiance demanded by the Pope was inconsistent with good citizenship" because the laws of the United States required its citizens "to
renounce forever all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate,state, or sovereignty...." Romanism and Americanism could,
obviously, never mix. 15
Based on the allegiance of most New Mexicans to a foreign prince
(the Pope), their lack of knowledge regarding American citizenship,
and their general willingness to let others dictate their voting behavior,
readers of the Home Mission Monthly were led to conclude that these
people would make poor citizens of a US. territory, and even less
qualified citizens of an American state.
Indiana Senator Albert J. Beveridge, New Mexico's greatest political nemesis, drew many of the same conclusions when he led his
Senate Committee on Territories on a thirteen-day fact-finding tour of
to those already discharged against Negroes, Indians, and Orientals," although his list
of Americans "of other colors" could easily have included Hispanics of the Southwest
at the turn of the century.
14. "Citizenship and the Ballot Among Mexicans," Home Missionary Monthly, 13
(November 1898), 14.
15. Gertrude A. Maxwell, "Romanism and Citizenship," Home Missionary Monthly,
13 (November 1898), 3-4.
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the Southwest in November 1902. Although his committee spoke to
relatively few witnesses and spent little time at each of its whistle stops
in New Mexico, Beveridge entertained grave misgivings about the territory and its largely Hispanic citizenry. The senator was particularly
disturbed about the territory's small population, the prevalent use of
an alien tongue (Spanish), and the reported ignorance of the native
race regarding American history and law. According to a spurious tale
which made the rounds in Senate cloakrooms when the committee
returned to Washington, a New Mexico county superintendent of schools
was so ignorant of American history that he expressed great surprise
when the committee informed him that Christopher Columbus was
deadp6
True Progressives, Beveridge and several of his traveling companions also suspected the influence of big business in the New Mexico
statehood movement. Thomas Catron, a statehood proponent and one
of the largest landowners in the country, privately speculated that the
value of his land in New Mexico would more than double once the
territory entered the Union. Railroad companies, mining interests, and
certain U.S. Congressmen (led by Quay) were suspected of similar
ulterior motives in their support for statehood. Other economic predators were seen lurking in the shadows, ready to exploit New Mexico's
resources as soon as federal protection (via territorial government) was
withdrawn. Conservationists quivered at the thought. 17
Hindered by Progressive fears, New Mexico's poor public image,
and the powerful opposition of Beveridge, the omnibus bill of 1902
was doomed to failure in the 57th Congress.
16. H. B. Hening, ed., George Curry, 1861-1947: An Autobiography (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1958), 191-92. Also see John Braeman, "Albert J. Beveridge and Statehood for the Southwest, 1902-12," Arizona and the West, 10 (Winter 1968),
316-18; Charles Edgar Maddox, "The Statehood Policy of Albert J. Beveridge, 1901-1911"
(master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1938), 39-56; Claude G. Bowers, Beveridge
and the Progressive Era (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1932), 193-94. The latter is a deifying
biography and should be used with discretion. New Mexico's population of 195,310 in
1910, while small in comparison to giants like Pennsylvania (6,302,115), was larger than
four established states, including Delaware (184,735), Idaho (161,772), Nevada (42,335),
and Wyoming (92,531) at the turn of the century. See the census data compiled by
Thomas, "Final Years," 132. Of all the territories admitted to the Union prior to 1912,
only two had had larger populations than New Mexico's. Masters, "1903-1907," 10405.
17. Victor Westphall, Thomas Benton Catron and His Era (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 1973), 310-12, 332; Larson, "Struggle for Statehood," 51; Congressman Matthew
Quay's political involvement in New Mexico's statehood movement is described in James
A. KehI, Boss Rule in the Gilded Age: Matt Quay of Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1981), 244-48.
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Figure 3. "Not Enough Clothes to Go Around"
Brinkerfoff, Toledo Blade,
Literary Digest, XXX (January 21, 1905), 88.

Two years later a political cartoonist for the Toledo Blade showed
Uncle Sam attempting to resolve the statehood issue by tailoring one
set of statehood clothes for the territories of Oklahoma and the Indian
Territory and a second set of clothes for New Mexico and Arizona
(figure 3). This novel solution was designed to help Oklahoma by at
last freeing its fate from the political fortunes of New Mexico and
Arizona. It was also meant to help control two alien populations (in
New Mexico and the Indian Territory) with the assistance of two more
Anglo populations (in Arizona and Oklahoma). Despite Uncle Sam's
best efforts, the fit in both cases seemed exceedingly tight and uncomfortable.
In contrast to the Brooklyn Eagle's unruly Mexican, the Blade pictured New Mexico as a diminutive, tobacco smoking Indian. Anglo
prejudices regarding Indians were often as harsh as Anglo prejudices
regarding Hispanics; neither worked to enhance New Mexico's image
or otherwise promote the statehood cause. Easterners were particularly
anxious about the threat of Indian violence (the figure representing
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New Mexico was hardly smoking a peace pipe), although no Indians
had taken to the warpath in New Mexico in over fifteen years. A half
facetious letter written in the popular Mr. Dooley style pointed out
how this unwarranted fear worked against New Mexico's chances for
statehood:
Our dear boy Henry
... I see by the papers that the people down thar [in New
Mexico] are suffern and strugglin for statehood. They say ther
populashun an churches an industries is all right and I recon tha
be but ... a pitiful idjut with a 6 shooter ken do a dad burned
site moar in a minit to backset statehood for N Mex than ther
representatives in Kongres and the hole religious an political push
ken do in 4 years to shove it foreds by gosh an don't you ferget
it.
Peter ]ackson l8
The joint statehood movement at last bore fruit with the successful
admission of Oklahoma and the Indian Territory as a single state in
1907. The same could not be said of New Mexico and Arizona. On the
contrary, the two Southwestern territories could never come to terms,
despite Uncle Sam's concerted efforts as depicted in a Glenwood [Colorado] Post political cartoon of early 1906 (figure 4).
The Post's cartoonist chose to portray New Mexico as a Hispanic
(again), while characterizing Arizona as an attractive young Anglo woman
dressed in western attire. Artists of this era regularly drew attractive
young females in their cartoons to represent virtuous, coveted beings
dependent on dominant males for their ultimate protection and wellbeing. 19 In this instance, female Arizona strongly resisted the offer of
matrimony (or joint statehood) to a hot-tempered and rather sinister
looking New Mexico. Arizona, with its large percentage of Anglos and
its less prevalent Hispanic influence, shared many of the same racial
and cultural prejudices that Easterners had held against New Mexico
for decades. Arizonans also feared Hispanic political dominance by
New Mexico if only because the latter territory had a far larger population of potential voters. Not even an offer to use the proposed state's
"maiden name" (Arizona) made a difference to Arizonans who dreaded
marriage to an alien fellow who could not even swear (no less otherwise
communicate) in the nation's mother language.
18. San Marciel Bee, May 24, 1902, quoted in Dargan, "New Mexico's Fight," part
6, p. 63.

19. Johnson, Latin America, 72-73.
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Figure 4. "The [M]atchmaker"
"She's yours, young feller. Heaven bless you, my children!"
Jack, Glenwood (Colorado) Post,
Literary Digest, XXXII (February 3, 1906), 149.

It was, moreover, likely that many Americans recognized a former
national enemy in the graphic symbol used to represent New Mexico
by the Post's cartoonist and other political commentators of this decade.
Little time had passed since the United States had fought Spain in the
short but exceedingly bitter Spanish-American War of 1898. Many of
the strong feelings held against Spain in the recent conflict had been
based on sensational stories, editorials, and political cartoons, which
regularly appeared in the yellow press. Thriving on a steady diet of
wilT atrocities and scandals, newspapers like Joseph Pulitzer's New
York World and William Randolph Hearst's New York Morning Journal
had exploited every real and imagined report of Spanish brutality. in
Cuba by focusing public attention on indignities committed by "mad
dog" Spanish officers against innocent Cuban women and children.
Villain "Butcher" Weyler and Cuban freedom fighter Evangelina Cisneros were only two of the most famous actors in the melodrama played
out on the pages of newspapers and magazines sold across the country.
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In a widely reproduced New York World cartoon by C. G. Bush, a
blood-thirsty Spanish tyrant stood over the body of a ravished female
victim (Cuba) while the battleship Maine sank slowly in the background. The Black Legend had never been made so graphically real
and immediately foreboding for citizens of the United States. 20
Unfortunately, New Mexico may well have been identified with
this symbol of atrocity, if only by subconscious association by the same
generation which had fought the Spanish-American War and now reviewed the territory's credentials for statehood. Who could blame female Arizona for not wanting to venture into a permanent political
union with a volatile, domineering, and potentially brutal Spaniard
(New Mexico) when a similar tyrant had had to be restrained by American intervention and rescued just eight years earlier?
New Mexico's symbolic association with Spain worked to the territory's great disadvantage on another level as well. As a former possessio!) of both Spain and Mexico, some observers questioned New
Mexico's ultimate loyalty to the United States in the event of war. Who
would New Mexicans side with if the United States entered an international conflict with either of New Mexico's former mother countries?
This eventuality had, of course, occurred in 1898. New Mexicans had
rushed to the colors in this crisis to prove their loyalty to the Stars and
Stripes and end all rumors of their latent loyalty to Spain. Despite the
heroic efforts of Captain Maximiliano Luna and his fellow Rough Riders
of New Mexico, some Americans still questioned if the territory's Hispanic population had done enough to prove their allegiance to the
American cause. Many, including the editors of several leading territorial newspapers, tested their Hispanic neighbors' loyalty and found
it wanting even as the war raged overseas. 21 These nagging doubts
20. C. G. Bush's famous cartoon is included in Johnson, Liltin America, 85.
21. Richard Melzer and Phyllis A. Mingus, "Wild to Fight: The New Mexico Rough
Riders in the Spanish-American War," New Mexico Historical Review, 59 (April 1984), 126;
Graeme S. Mount, "Nuevo Mexicanos and the War of 1898," New Mexico Historical Review,
58 (October 1983), 389, 392-93, lists three main reasons for Hispanic "indifference" during
the war: the language barrier, a "legacy of resentment" against the United States after
the Mexican War, and an overriding interest in daily survival, which left little time or
energy for "larger" national or international issues of the day. Hispanic loyalty to the
United States was also questioned in two other conflicts of the nineteenth century: the
Revolt of 1847 and the U.S. Civil War. Recent studies have attempted to vindicate Hispanics in the latter conflict. See Dariis A. Miller, "Hispanos and the Civil War in New
Mexico," New Mexico Historical Review, 44 (April 1979), 105-23; Charles Meketa and Jacqueline Meketa, "Heroes or Cowards?: A New Look at the Role of Native New Mexicans
at the Battle of Valverde," New Mexico Historical Review, 62 (January 1987), 33-46.
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Figure 5. "Trouble A-Plenty"
"The old gentleman is going to have the time of his life trying to
induce these two youngsters to ride together."
Spencer, Denver Republican,
Literary Digest, XXXII (February 3, 1906), 149.

were, undoubtedly, stirred in the American mind whenever New Mexico was drawn as either a Spaniard or a Mexican in any number of
political cartoons of the post-war era.
The Denver Republican's "Trouble A-Plenty" portrayed the joint
statehood squabble with very different symbols (figure 5). Rather than
depict New Mexico and Arizona as even flawed adults, this particular
cartoonist drew the territories as unruly infants who refused to cooperate with a perplexed and disheveled Uncle Sam, representing the
U.S. Congress. As in all parent-child relationships, the Republican's
cartoon implied that the parent (Uncle Sam) certainly knew what was
best (joint statehood) for his politically immature charges (New Mexico
and Arizona). Despite this wise parental advice, the territories continued to prove their political innocence by resisting Congress with a wild
burst of childish behavior. How could Americans support the statehood
cause of either of these disorderly, inappreciative youngsters?
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As with the Glenwood Post cartoon of the same year, "Trouble APlenty" suggested a symbolic association which may well have worked
to New Mexico and Arizona's political disadvantage in their separate
struggles to achieve statehood. In much the same way that New Mexico
may have been subconsciously identified with Spain when the territory
was symbolized as a Hispanic, it is likely that New Mexico and Arizona
may have been subconsciously identified with Latin America when the
Southwestern territories were symbolized as infants or children. In the
words of an authority on U.S. political cartoons, "Mexico, the Caribbean nations, and the Central American republics were ... repeatedly
represented as infants or youths to call attention to their immaturity,
while the United States was assigned parental and/or guardian roles."n
Latin American issues were, on the surface, quite different from
territorial issues involving statehood. The United States was very concerned about political instability, unpaid foreign debts, democratic selfgovernment, and international peace in the Western Hemisphere. Such
issues seemed far removed from New Mexico and its particular set of
domestic problems. However, when New Mexico and Latin America
were identified with similar graphic symbols (infants and children) it
did not require a great stretch of the imagination to conclude that New
Mexico and Latin America were far more alike than different.
New Mexico's ability to govern itself in a democratic fashion was
thus questioned by Easterners who noted that New Mexico shared a
long colonial heritage with Latin America and, more specifically, with
several regions of the Latin world (including Cuba and the Philippines),
which had been giving the United States political and moral fits since
the end of the Spanish-American War. 23 Discussions regarding New
Mexico and its ability to function as a separate state were frequently
heard in the same halls of Congress where concurrent issues regarding
the new American Empire were debated time and time again. Similar
questions were raised in each instance. Did New Mexicans have enough
education and experience in self-government to shoulder the heavy
burden of democratic rule or would they buckle under its weight as
their Latin American brothers had done on numerous occasions in the
past? Moreover, did New Mexicans have the political savvy to control
22. Johnson, Latin America, 116.
23. See E. Berkely Tompkins, Anti-Imperialism in the .United States: The Great Debate,
1890-1920 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1970). New Mexico, Cuba,
the Philippines, Puerto Rico, and other former Spanish colonies were depicted as so
many infants and children in a telling political cartoon appearing in Puck, 43 (August 3,
1898), 1117.
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greedy outside economic interests (described by Beveridge as the "malefactors of great wealth") or would they allow these forces to dictate
their destiny as their Latin American brothers had often allowed foreign
businesses to do in the past?24 Also, would New Mexico fail in its role
as a separate state to the extent that the federal government would
need to intervene (short of sending in the Marines) as the United States
had felt obligated to do in dealing with the mischievous "children"
(nations) of Latin America? Saddled with such doubts, the American
public continued to have definite qualms about whether New Mexico
was indeed ready and able to handle the great responsibility of statehood.
Resenting its inclusion as New Mexico's infant sibling and otherwise sharing American doubts regarding New Mexico's fitness for statehood, Arizona soundly defeated the joint statehood issue in the general
election of November 6, 1906, by a wide five-to-one margin. New
Mexico's two-to-one approval of the proposal represented a hollow
victory in the territory's long battle for political acceptance. 2S
Rejected at the altar by neighboring Arizona, New Mexico felt the
sting of additional insult when a new scheme involving Arizona statehood was considered briefly in 1907. According to this scheme, depicted by the Cleveland Plain-Dealer, Arizona would enter the Union
by becoming part of an already existing state, Nevada (figure 6). Nevada had achieved statehood in 1864 but had long suffered criticism
for its small population, lack of diversified resources, and inordinate
dependence on neighboring California. As the old cowhand (Arizona)
put it to Uncle Sam in applying for a Statehood Matrimonial License,
"... me and Nevada are thinking of getting spliced!"26
This rather innovative solution would have solved the problem of
how to allow Arizona to enter the Union, while also strengthening
Nevada and reducing its ties to California. Unfortunately, the solution
had no provisions for hapless New Mexico. Nevada was, predictably,
24. Quoted in Warren Beck, New Mexico: A History of Four Centuries (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1962), 235.
25. Leopard, "1906," pp. 61-72. A good summary of the case for and against jointure
is provided in Masters, "1903-1907," pp. 89-105. Beveridge expressed his strong support
for the jointure plan in his famous "Arizona the Great" speech delivered on the floor of
the U.S. Senate in early 1905. See Arizona the Great: Extracts from Speech of Hon. Albert J.
Beveridge of Indiana, Closing the Debate on the Statehood Bill, in the Senate of the United States,
February 6, 1905 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1905).
26. See Larson, New Mexico's Quest, 108, 218, 253. It was said that Nevada relied
on California for nearly everything from food and machinery to whiskey and "painted
women."
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Figure 6. "Say, Squire, Me and Nevada Are Thinking of Getting Spliced!"
Cleveland Plain-Dealer,
American Monthly Review of Reviews, XXXVI (November 1907), 545.

drawn as a coveted young Anglo woman (Arizona's role in 1906), while
dejected New Mexico was left behind and, apparently, forgotten.
Despite her poor treatment by Nevada's cowboy suitor (Arizona),
New Mexico was hardly given much sympathy by her Plain-Dealer
cartoonist. New Mexico was, in fact, depicted as such an undesirable
wretch that few Americans could have much sympathy for her romantic
plight. This derisive characterization could be attributed to any number
of long-standing prejudices held against New Mexico, but it may well
have been influenced by a particularly disturbing tale of corruption
that had just been exposed in the territory. A sensational land fraud
. scandal involving some 10,000 acres of timberland and a sum of $11,000
had been traced (fairly or unfairly) to the door of the territorial governor, Herbert J. Hagerman, in 1907. Many called for Hagerman's immediate dismissal. President Theodore Roosevelt responded to this
crisis by banishing Hagerman, dispatching a Justice Department team
of investigators, and appointing his old comrade in arms, Rough Rider
Captain George Curry, as governor. Revealing a high regard for Curry
and his ability to clean house in the territory, the president described
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the new governor as nothing less than "as straight as a string."27 The
damage to New Mexico's already soiled character had, nevertheless,
been done. The territory's image remained one of a scorned outcast,
rather than a pitied damsel in distress.
This was by no means the first or. the worst case of political corruption in New Mexico. Detractors could point to voting irregularities
and a wide range of similar machinations involving groups like the
infamous Santa Fe Ring. But no one could accuse New Mexico or any
other single region of the country of maintaining a monopoly on political dishonesty. Unfortunately, many Congressmen followed a double standard and expected far more discreet political behavior from the
inhabitants of territories seeking statehood than from the citizens who
regularly bent the rules of acceptable conduct in one's own Congressional backyard.28
Although some predicted that it would take at least twenty years
for New Mexico to recover from its land scandal of 1907, most statehood
advocates were not disheartened. 29 Rallying around their new governor
(Catron called Curry "the best man who has ever been appointed for
Governor of New Mexico"), these cautiously optimistic leaders worked
hard to end corruption, press Congress for new action, and secure the
critical support of President Roosevelt and, after 1909, President William Howard Taft. 30
New Mexico's Rough Rider "connection" proved to be especially
valuable. Roosevelt had maintained close contact with his fellow veterans of the Spanish-American War by corresponding with them, visiting them (in New Mexico, Washington, D.C., and Oyster Bay), and
appointing them to federal posts, often regardless of their personal
qualifications. 31 New Mexico Rough Riders cultivated this important
contact and received encouraging, if not always fruitful, support for
27. Quoted in Larson, New Mexico's Quest, 259. On the land scandal of 1907 and
Curry's subsequent appointment, see Hening, Curry, 192-203. Hagerman defended his
actions in a 113-page, privately published volume, Herbert J. Hagerman, A Statement in
Regard to Certain Matters Concerning the Governorship and Political Affairs in New Mexico in
1906-1907 (Roswell I?l: By the Author, 1908). See, in particular, the included correspondence of Theodore Roosevelt to Herbert J. Hagerman, May 1, 1907, ibid., 35-40, and
Hagerman to Roosevelt, May 15, 1907, ibid" 40-52.
28. Arizona's territorial image was also tainted by tales of political rings and crass
corruption. See Bob Cunningham, "Rings in Arizona: A Look at Frontier Conspirades,"
Journal of the West, 25 (October 1986), 14-20.
29. Former New Mexico Delegate Bernard S. Rodey (known as "Statehood" Rodey)
was among those who made such dire predictions. Larson, New Mexico's Quest, 253.
30. Quoted in Westphall, Catron, 303.
31. Melzer and Mingus, "Wild to Fight," 127-28.
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Figure 7. "Taft's New Friends"
New York Press,
American Monthly Review of Reviews, XLII (July 1910), 10.

statehood from their former commander. As early as the Rough Riders'
first reunion in 1899, Roosevelt had vowed "to do all within my power
to aid [New Mexico] when she knocks on the door of congress [sic]."32
Despite this promising endorsement, political complications as well
as Senator Beveridge's great influence on Roosevelt worked against
New Mexico's admission plans during his presidency (1901-1909). The
president nevertheless helped the territory at several critical moments.
With New Mexico's land scandal largely put to rest with his assistance,
TR abandoned an earlier interest in the jointure movement and by 1908
came to favor separate statehood paths for New Mexico and Arizona. 33
Taft assumed this and many other of his predecessor's political
goals when he entered the White House in 1909. The new president
publicly announced his support for New Mexico statehood during a
32. Quoted in the Chicago Tribune, June 26, 1899.
33. Larson, "Taft, Roosevelt, and New Mexico," 102-106.
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famous banquet held in his honor at Albuquerque's Alvarado Hotel. 34
The chief executive's political sympathies were clearly reflected in a
political cartoon which appeared in the New York Press in mid-191O
(figure 7). Flanked by Rough Riders representing New Mexico (the
caricature appears to be Curry) and Arizona, Taft caused Uncle Sam
to understandably confuse him with the Rough Riders' old colonel and
TR's increasingly strong statehood stand.
The Press's cartoon was complimentary to New Mexico and Arizona in truly unusual ways for the times. The territories were characterized as fully grown, dignified American heroes of the first order.
The prestige of Taft's (and TR's) solid support had caused a sea change
in at least one artist's perception of New Mexico and Arizona's fitness
for consideration as separate states. Having earned their spurs on the
field of battle, the territories and their powerful sponsor(s) were greeted
by a smiling Uncle Sam at the threshold of Congress.
Impressed by Taft's backing and New Mexico's landslide vote in
favor of statehood in the election of 1906, even Beveridge "accepted
the inevitable" and now used his political clout to greatly modify newly
introduced statehood bills rather than simply sabotage them. 35 Handed
such a bill in early 1910, the Indiana senator's Committee on Territories
drastically altered the proposed legislation to help alleviate eastern
fears and, meanwhile, create several more hurdles for New Mexico
and Arizona to clear before completing the admission course. In particular, the revised bill prohibited the teaching of public school in any
other language than English and required all state officials to be fluent
in English so that all official business could be conducted without the
aid of interpreters. With some reluctance, President Taft supported the
Senate committee's version of the statehood bill and worked to see it
accepted unanimously by both houses of Congress. This accomplished,
the chief executive signed New Mexico,and Arizona's enabling acts on
June 20, 1910. It was now up to the two Southwestern territories to
draft their state constitutions and submit the documents for final ap~
proval in Washington. 36
Charles L. "Bart" Bartholomew of the Minneapolis Journal depicted
34. Marc Simmons, Albuquerque: A Narrative History (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1982), 352.
35. Larson, "Taft, Roosevelt, and New Mexico," 109; Maddox, "Beveridge," 109-10.
Beveridge may have also been influenced by the fact that Matt Quay, described by Bowers
as "one of the most consummate and unscrupulous politicians in American history,"
was now removed from the political scene, having died in 1904. Bowers, Beveridge, 195,
207.

36. Larson, New Mexico's Quest, 267-71.
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Figure 8. "Getting Into the Game"
Charles L. "Bart" Bartholomew,
Minneapolis Journal,
American Monthly Review of Reviews, XLI (May 1910), 552.

these events in a cartoon showing an obviously pleased congressman
(representing Beveridge's Senate committee) handing passes to New
Mexico and Arizona so that they could enter the political game being
played at a feverish pace in a baseball stadium labeled "Statehood"
(figure 8). As usual, Arizona was pictured as an Anglo cowboy, while
New Mexico assumed Hispanic characteristics, and a too-late Alaska
was shown as an Eskimo. Bartholomew drew all of the territories as
midgets in comparison to their much taller political benefactor, suggesting the territories' need to develop further before they could hope
to do well on the rough playing field of government in Washington.
With the exception of tardy Alaska, however, all of the figures in this
cartoon were smiling and clearly happy with the territories' chance to
join the "big leagues" after so many discouraging seasons and so many
failed tryouts over the years. Southwesterners celebrated their good
news with understandable gusto.
But elation was premature in 1910, for both territories would be
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forced to negotiate yet another high hurdle on the last leg of their
respective roads to statehood. Given his obstructionist history, it was
perhaps predictable that Beveridge would be largely responsible for
erecting this extra political barrier for the territories' pro-statehood
forces. Beveridge's barrier came in the form of an unprecedented requirement which stipulated that both Congress and the president would
need to approve the territories' new constitutions, although only the
executive branch of the federal government had been required to do
so in considering previous statehood bills. Moreover, in a double or
nothing sort of gamble, Beveridge and his cohorts stipulated that both
new constitutions would have to be approved by Congress and the
president or both statehood proposals would be written off as failures
once moreY
The risk of this political gamble increased even further when critics
stepped forward to pan certain sections of each of the territories' newly
created constitutions. Led by the Progressive Harvey B. Fergusson,
many New Mexicans felt that the basically conservative instrument
drafted at the territory's constitutional convention of 1910 was simply
too hard to amend and, therefore, too inflexible to accommodate future
democratic reforms. 38
Arizona's constitution, on the other hand, was considered far too
radical for its day, especially as it pertained to such Progressive provisions as the initiative, referendum, and recall. In particular, the recall
provision caused much consternation across the United States because
it allowed for the recall of unpopular judges, a reform which only one
other state (Oregon) had been bold enough to include in its constitution
to date. The Democratic New York World stated the objectors' case well:
If the summary ousting of [a bad] judge were to have the effect
of putting every judge remaining on the bench in jeopardy of
public clamor and in danger of losing his life-work, so that fear of
consequences might dog his every act, we should lose in the end
far more than we should gain. We do not want weak judges. We
do not want cowed judges. We do not want judges that [sic] give
judgement with an "ear to the ground" to catch the mutterings of
mobocracy.... It is better to bear our occasional [bad judges],
37. Ibid., 267.
38. Dorothy 1. Cline, New Mexico's 1910 Constitution: A Nineteenth Century Product
(Santa Fe: Lightning Tree Press, 1985), 51. Harvey B. Fergusson, a former territorial
delegate, has been described as "one of the purest, most ideologically committed [progressive leaders] in the state's history." Robert W. Larson, "The Profile of a New Mexico
Progressive," New Mexico Historical Review, 45 (July 1970), 236.
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Figure 9. "Recalled!"
Robert Carter, New York American,
American Monthly Review of Reviews, XLIV (September 1911), 295.

who will bebut a little time with us, than to degrade and demoralize the entire judiciary forever. 39
President Taft agreed with this argument and, in the words of the
Grand Rapids Evening Press, wielded his "big stick" to veto Arizona's
controversial constitution. 40 Tragically, New Mexico's constitution and
hopes for statehood were also crushed by the president's mighty blow
of August 1911.
Robert Carter of the New York American employed the symbol of
39. Quoted in "The 'Big Stick' and the RecalL" Literary Digest, 43 (August 26, 1911),
304.
40. Quoted in "The 'Big Stick' and the Recall," 304. Also see Howard A. Hubbard,
"The Arizona Enabling Act and President Taft's Veto;" Pacific Historical Review, 3 (September 1934), 307-22; Yolanda La Cagnina, "The Role of the Recall of Judges in the
Struggle for Arizona Statehood" (master's thesis, University of Arizona, 1951). The controversy over New Mexico's conservative instrument and Arizona's "radical" instrument
reflected the larger political schism dividing Progressive and conservative factions of
this era.
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a theatre manager's large cane or hook to show how Taft (the manager)
had summarily rejected the performance of two new actors (New Mexico and Arizona) on the Washington stage (figure 9). In this instance,
the cartoonist chose to illustrate both New Mexico and Arizona as
Indian children, suggesting the territories' perceived inferiority and,
in at l~ast Arizona's case, immature political behavior. Discouraged by
this latest development, the territories only hoped that they would be
given another chance to perform on stage once their acts (constitutions)
had been altered and their audience appeal had improved.
Happily, New Mexico and Arizona's trouble "on stage" was cleared
up by allowing the citizens of each territory to decide on the controversial sections of their respective constitutions when they went to the
polls in the general election of 1911. An easier amendment process was
passed by a 60 percent majority in New Mexico, while Arizonans opted
to strike out the recall provision originally written into their constitution. 41
Satisfied that the democratic process had taken its course, President Taft signed New Mexico's statehood proclamation at 1:35 p.m.
on January 6, 1912. (Arizona's statehood proclamation was signed 39
days later.) Their long struggle behind them at last, New Mexicans had
reason to celebrate in earnest. Others in the country rejoiced in a spirit
of goodwill aptly reflected in a Portland (Oregon) Journal cartoon of
early 1912 (figure 10). Standing at the threshold of a columned structure
called "Statehood," a smiling Uncle Sam opened his arms to greet New
Mexico with the words, "Welcome, Miss." And, wonder of wonders,
New Mexico was depicted as a young, attractive, and coveted Anglo
woman!
The territory's symbolic transformation was now complete. Having started as a faceless rider in a band of Western territories, New
Mexico. had been characterized as an irrepressible Hispanic, a wild
Indian, an immature infant, a dejected wretch, and a heroic Rough
Rider before assuming the ultimate symbol of approval and acceptance
in American political cartoons: young Anglo womanhood.
What had transpired to cause this sudden metamorphosis? What
had changed the public's opinion regarding New Mexico so that for
most of a decade the territory was portrayed with derogatory symbols,
41. Cline, 1910 Constitution, 52; Larson, New Mexico's Quest, 300-01. Later, when
statehood was achieved, Arizonans voted to reinstate the recall provision to their constitution. Mary Dale Palsson, "The Arizona Constitutional Convention of 1910," Arizona
and the West, 16 (Summer 1974), 124n.
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Figure 10. "Welcome, Miss"
J. E. Murphy, Portland (Oregon) Journal,
American Monthly Review of Reviews, XLV (March 1912), 297.

but at the moment of statehood it was depicted with a symbol of
ultimate respect?
To answer these questions it is well to remember Ralph Waldo
Emerson's admonitiqn to historians: "In analyzing history do not be
too profound, for often the causes are quite simple."42 The simple
difference for New Mexico was that the former territory, a humble
suitor, had become a state and, for better or worse, a member of the
august family of states. One could not belittle a fellow family member
without belittling the entire family. Put another way, New Mexico had
gained admittance to an exclusive club (the Union) and could no longer
be treated as a mere outsider, given the club's high standards and great
patriotic pride. Many of the old prejudices held against New Mexico
undoubtedly remained intact, but they were overshadowed for the
moment by the larger fact that the former outsider had now joined the
42. Quoted in Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., The Cycles of American History (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1986), 292.
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sacrosanct Union. In so doing, New Mexico successfully transcended
its often uncomplimentary image as portrayed in caricature on the eve
of statehood. The long, winding trail to admission, as observed through
our unconventional window of time, had come to a politically triumphant end at last.

